Theme Ideas:
Slogans are listed in alphabetical order. Themes containing numbers, school colors, year, school name, and mascots are listed at the end.

A
A (mascot)'s touch
A (school colors) celebration
A banner year
A bird's eye view
A blockbuster year
A brave new world
A celebration of …
A century of excellence
A certain kind of cool
A certain point of view
A change in the routine
A change in time
A change of face
A change of pace
A chip off the old block
A class act
A class worth waiting for
A classic
A closer look
A colorful life
A common ground
A cut above
A cut above the rest
A day at a time
A day in the life
A delicate balance
A different perspective
A different point of view
A dramatic comeback
A finer finish
A first-class label
A fraction of time
A full revolution
A galaxy of possibilities
A glance back
A gold standard
A good thing going
A great cloud of witnesses
A horse of a different color
A journey through time
A kinder world
A knight to remember
A language of our own
A lasting glow
A league of our own
A little bit more
A little give and take
A little left of center
A little off center
A little right of center
A little rough around the
edges
A little too close to home
A look back before we leap
A lot to remember
A mark in time
A matter of degrees
A matter of time
A matter of understanding
A method to it all
A method to the madness
A must see
A name you recognize
A new age

A new beginning
A new combination
A new dawning
A new day and age
A new direction
A new era dawns
A new generation
A new horizon
A new look
A new perspective
A new road
A new twist
A new year, a new beginning
A novel approach
A novel idea
A novel worth reading
A novel you won't put down
A okay
A part of history
A part of the action
A part of the whole
A parting glance
A parting shot
A patchwork of success
A paws in time
A penny for your thoughts
A perfect ten
A phenomenal year
A picture for every season
A picture in time
A picture is worth (year)
words
A piece of the puzzle
A place in our world
A race against time
A rare combination
A rare talent
A record setting year
A roaring twenty
A second glance
A sense of pride
A side never seen
A side note
A small world
A special spirit
A step above the rest
A step ahead
A step beyond
A step in time
A step into the future
A step into tradition
A story to be told
A study in contrasts
A time for change
A time for everything
A time for reflection
A time of change
A time to …
A time to cherish
A time to remember
A to Z
A to Z guide to (school name)
A touch of class
A touch of silver in solid gold
A turn in the road
A two-for-one special

A view from the valley
A view through the window
A vision becomes reality
A walk on the wild side
A way with things
A way with words
A welcome change
A whole new ball game
A whole new beginning
A whole new chapter
A whole new direction
A whole new world
A work in progress
A work that's never
completed
A world apart
A world of difference
A world of excellence
A world of our own
A world of possibilities
A year 2 acknowledge
A year 2 keep
A year like no other
A year of change
A year to remember
A year worth looking at
A year worth looking into
a.k.a.
About (school name)
About face
Above and beyond
Above and beyond the silver
lining
Above it all
Above the crowd
Absence of moderation
Abstractions
According to all accounts
According to informed
sources
According to you
Across the board
Across the boundaries
Across the bridge
Across the lines
Across the tracks
Across town
Acting our age
Action figures
Action. Reaction.
Actions speak louder than
words
After all is said and done
After the fact
Age to age
Ahead of our time
Ahead of the game
Ahead of the rest
All about change
All about pride
All about us
All at once
All better now
All eyes on us
All in all
All in one piece

All in the numbers
All in your mind
All of a sudden
All of the above
All others are green with envy
All out
All over but the shouting
All over the place
All over town
All part of the picture
All things aside
All things considered
All things said and done
All together now
All worked up
All wound up
All wrapped in tradition
All ya'all
All's well that ends well
All-out effort
Alone together
Along for the ride
Along the way
Alpha and Omega
Alpha Omega
Alphabetical order
Always first
Always never the same
Always room for more
Am I just a school?
An A for effort
An acquired taste
An all-out effort
An era etched in gold
An eye for style
An inside look
Anatomy of a (mascot)
And don't you forget it
And now ... our feature
presentation
And now for something
completely different
And now it's your turn
And so it goes
And so it was
And that's just the half of it
And the ball drops
And the nominees are ...
And the story begins ...
And then some
And your point is …
Another brick in the wall
Another moment, another
memory
Another year, another chance
to ....
Any way
Any way you look at it
Any way you say it
Anything but ordinary
Apart from the crowd
Are we caught up yet?
Are we for real?
Are we Lion?
Are we there yet?
Are you connected?

Are you ready?
Around the block
As a matter of courses
As a matter of fact
As a rule
As big as life
As far as anyone knows
As far as I am concerned
As far as it goes
As far as we're concerned
As far as you're concerned
As good as done
As good as gold
As good as it gets
As good as we can make it
As good as you made it
As luck would have it
As the world turns
As time goes on
As we know it
As we see it
Aspire to inspire
At a loss for words
At best
At face value
At first glance
At it again
At long last
At the crossroads
At the end of the line
At the end of the road
At the peak
At the rainbow's end
At your own pace
At your own risk
At your place
Attitude
Attitude is everything

B
Back and forth
Back in circulation
Back in the day
Back on track
Back to back
Back to square one
Back to the basics
Back to the future
Backed by tradition we face
the future
Background check
Basic questions, basic
answers
Basic training
Be all you can B
Be yourself
Bear necessities
Bear with us
Beating the odds
Before long
Before you know it
Beginner's luck
Beginning from the end
Beginning the end
Beginnings

Behind the scenes
Believe it or not
Believe, achieve, lead,
succeed
Beneath the surface
Best in the state
Best in the West
Best in town
Best kept secret
Best of the best
Best of the century
Best on the block
Better late than never
Better yet
Between extremes
Between two worlds
Beyond a shadow of a doubt
Beyond expectations
Beyond imagination
Beyond it all
Beyond our wildest dreams
Beyond the breaking point
Beyond the expected
Beyond the halls
Beyond the image
Beyond the obvioUS
Beyond the shadow of a
doubt
Beyond the shore
Beyond the unknown
Beyond the walls
Beyond tradition
Beyond words
Big (school color)
Big deal
Bigger and better
Bits and pieces
Black tie and blue jeans
Blah, blah, blah
Blazing new trails together
Blazing the trail to a new
frontier
Block party
Blue (school color) daze
Bobcats (mascot) on the
prowl
Body-Heart-Spirit
Born to be Wildcats (mascot)
Bound and determined
Bound to be different
Bow down
Boxed in
Boxed set
Boys will be boys
Brace yourself
Break new ground
Break on through
Break out of the box
Break the mold
Breaking barriers
Breaking new ground
Breaking out
Breaking the mold
Breaking the surface
Breaking through

Breaking through to
something new
Bridging the gap
Bring it on
Bring the world to children
Bugging out
Building a mystery
Building blocks
Building character for
tomorrow
Building for our future
Building memories
Building new traditions
Building on excellence
Building the future
Building your future
Bulldog (mascot) reflections
Burning bright
Burning brighter
Bursting at the seams
Bursting on the scene
Bursting out of the seams
Bursting through the bubble
Busting at the seams
But who are we really?
But who's counting?
By all accounts
By all means
By any other name
By any other name...
By George, we've done it
By the book
By the numbers
By the way
By word of mouth

C
CA difference
Call it what you want
Can you believe it?
Can you top this
Capture the moment
Carpe diem
Carved in stone
Cascade cadets
Case in point
Cat scratch fever
Catch us if you can
Catching the spirit
Caught in the act
Caught in the middle
Caught red handed
Cause and effect
Causing an uproar
Celebrate
Celebrate (year)
Celebrate our moment in time
Celebrate the
present/remember the past
Celebrate!
Celebrating (#) years!
Certain restrictions may apply
Champions of change
Change by design
Change for the better

Change over time
Change your tune
Changes
Changes in time
Changing directions
Changing faces
Changing tides
Changing times
Changing times unchanging
truth
Changing tracks
Changing with the tides
Chaos
Chaos unfolding
Chapter two
Charge in 2 the age
Charge into the new century
Charging into the future
Charmed life
Charting your course
Chase the sun
Check this out
Check us out
Choices
Choose up sides
Choosing up sides
Classic way to spend a
quarter
Clawing our way up
Close to home
Closing time
Coincidence?
Collectively individual
Color commentary
Color me (school color)
Color outside the lines
Combinations
Come and get it
Come as you are
Come to life
Come to terms
Come to the point
Coming attraction
Coming in loud and clear
Coming of age
Coming to a close
Coming to a school near you
Common threads
Community chest
Complete
Completely unforgettable
Composing your future
Connected
Connections
Consider the possibilities
Consider this the storm
Consistently good
Constellation
Construction zone
Continuing the legacy
Continuing the story
Contradictions
Contrary to popular belief
Controlled chaos
Cooling it in the desert
Copyright

Couldn't have done it without
you
Count on it
Count on someone
Count us in
Countdown
Counting on character
Crazy daze
Creating anew
Creation and celebration
Crossing lines
Crossing paths
Crossroads
Crossroads in time
Cruising through (year)
Cruising through time
Cub (mascot) imprints
Cut loose
Cutting loose

D
Dare to dream
Dare to soar
Dare you
Dawn of a new century
Day after day
Day to day
Days between summers
Days-Hours-Seconds
Deal with it
Deep impact
Defining the future
Deja Vu
Depth perception
Despite everything
Destination (year), bring it on
Details
Diamond in the rough
Did you know?
Different by design
Diffusion
Diversity
Do a double take
Do not go quietly
Do you have what it takes?
Do you like what you see?
Doing and daring
Don't count us out
Don't hold back
Don't hold your breath
Don't miss a thing
Done it, said it, noted, quoted
Don't blink
Don't blink or you'll miss it!
Don't judge a book by its
cover
Don't take us for granted
Don't worry about it
dot com
dot edu
Double take
Double talk
Double the memories...
Down for the count
Down the road together

Down to the last drop
Down to the wire
Dramatic differences
Drawing you in
Dream - Dare - Do
Dream on
Dreaming out loud
Dreams and memories
Dreams and reflections
Dreams through time
Driving force
Driving toward the future
Dropping the ball

E
Earning our stripes
Easier said than done
Eastside story
Easy come, easy go
Easy does it
Echoes
Echoes of yesterday
Edge of time
Emerging from the past . .
Empowerment
Encore performance
End of an era
End of the line
End of the road
End with a laugh
Endless beginnings
Endless possibilities
Energized
Enigma
Enough is enough
Enough said!
ER
Etc.
Etched in stone
Everlasting change
Every day matters
Every ending is a new
beginning
Every inch of the way
Every last one
Every minute counts
Every now and then
Every picture tells a story
Every second counts
Every shade of blue
Every step of the way
Everything and more
Everything from A to Z
Everything you never
expected
Exactly the same
Exceeding the limits
Excellence (year)
Exclusively now
Excuse yourself from the
predictable
Expanding new horizons
Expect more
Expect the best
Expect the unexpected

Expectations
Experience change
Exploring new directions
Exploring the past, navigating
into the future
Express yourself
ExTENsions
Extreme exposure
Eye of the storm
Eye of the tiger (mascot)

F
Face it
Face of the future
Face to face
Faces
Faces and places
Faces in places
Faces in time
Faces of time
Facing it together
Fading into tomorrow
Fall in line
Falling into place
Far echoes
Far from it
Fast forward
Feature presentation
Feel the fire
Feel the force of knowledge
Figure it out
Fill the gap
Filling in the blanks
Filling the gap
Find out
Finding new frontiers
Finding the future
Finish line
Finishing touch
Fire it up
First and foremost
First class
First the good news
First things first
Fit to a "T"
Five of a kind
Flipping channels
Flying first class
Focus
Focus on the future
Focused on our future
Focusing on details
Focusing the light
Food for thought
Footprints
Footprints in the sand
Footprints into the future
Footprints left in stone
For all I know
For all it's worth
For all the right reasons
For every end there is a
beginning
For keeps
For real

For the moment
For the record
For whatever it's worth
Forever my friend
Forming our future
Foundations for the future
Four dimensional
Four of a kind
Freeze frame
From blueprints to footprints
From day to day
From every angle
From here to there
From old roots...new
beginnings
From our point of view
From reel to real
From scratch
From start 2 finish
From start to finish
From the ground up
From the heart
From the word go
From time to time
Full capacity
Full circle
Full house
Full of wonder
Fullness of times
Fun and games

G
Games we play
Gateway to the future
Generation next
Genesis
Get a check up
Get a head start
Get a life
Get a move on
Get carried away
Get comfortable
Get down to business
Get in the groove
Get it together
Get over it
Get real
Get serious
Get set
Get the blues
Get the message
Get the picture
Get to the point
Get what's coming to you
Get your shine on
Getting carried away
Getting down to business
Getting it done
Getting it down on paper
Getting the blues
Getting the last word
Getting there is half the fun
Getting to know our way
Getting to know our way
around

Getting what we deserve
Give credit where credit is
due
Give it all you've got
Give us a break
Given to fly
Go all out
Go for it
Go on and on
Go to pieces
Go to the limit
Go to town
Goes without saying
Going all out
Going bananas
Going below the surface
Going out of style
Going out with a bang
Going places
Going to town
Going to extremes
Gold rush
Gold through and through
Golden dreams
Golden moment
Golden memories
Golden opportunities
Good and ready
Good things come in small
packages
Good times
Good Times!
Got (fill in word)?
Got life?
Got spirit?
Gotta love it?
Great expectations
Ground zero
Grounds for change
Grow by leaps and bounds
Growing ambitions
Growing by leaps and bounds
Growing to greatness
Guess you had to be there
Guiding-EducatingSucceeding

H
Have it made
Have it your way
Have the last laugh
Have the last word
Have we got news for you
Have what it takes
Have you heard?
Have you herd?
Having the last laugh
Heart of gold
Hello
Here and there
Here's looking @ you
Here's looking at (year)
Here's looking at us
He's back
Hey, have you heard?

Hidden messages
Hip-hop bam
History in the making
Hit the high spots
Hold everything
Hold it!
Hold onto the moment
Holding fast
Home free
Home is where the heart is
Home of the (mascot)
Home run
Home sweet home
Homepages
Homerooms
Honor-Truth-Duty
Hooked together
Hope you had the time of
your life
Hope you had time …
Hot dots
Hot links
Hour glass of time
How 'bout that
How do you measure a year?
How hard can it be?
How lucky can you get
How sweet it is
How the West was won
Huh?
Huskies (mascot) lead the
way

I
I am
I make a difference
I will ….
I will remember you
I.D.entity
Identity: Making a name for
ourselves
If all else fails
If these walls could talk
If they only knew
If walls could talk
If you only knew
If you only knew if...
If you've got it, flaunt it!
Image is everything
Image is nothing
Images
Imagine
Imagine that
Imagine the future
Impressions
In 25 words or less
In a world of our own
In a world where you can be
anything
In addition to tradition
In all directions
In and out
In any event
In between
In black and white

In brief
In color
In concert
In due time
In faith we will stand
In favor
In flight
In focus
In for a little shock
In full swing
In good time
In less than no time
In motion
In no uncertain terms
In one accord
In other words
In our lifetime
In our own backyard
In our own time
In our prime
In our right mind
In passing
In pursuit
In retrospect
In retrospect, in anticipation
In so many words
In the blink of an "I"
In the blink of an eye
In the first place
In the know
In the light of...
In the limelight
In the line of duty
In the long run
In the midst of change
In the prime of life
In the red
In the right
In the shadows
In the spotlight
In tune
In with the new
In your face
In, out and about
Indeed
Individual results will vary
Indulge yourself
Indulgence
Infinity
Influence
Information overload
Inner strength
Innovation
Inquire inside
Inquire within
Inside
Inside edition
Inside scoop
Inside out
Inside outside
Interdependence
Into focus
Into the 21st century
Into the exterior
Into the future
Into the world

Into the great unknown
Is it in you
Is it just a question of time?
Is it me or is it hot in here?
Is it the beginning ... or just
the end?
Is just the beginning
Is that your final answer?
Is this the end, or just the
beginning
Is this the end?
Isn't it clear to see?
Isn't that special?
It all adds up
It all starts here
It all starts right here
It blue us away
It figures
It just goes to show you
It matters
It only gets better
It only happens once
It seems like just yesterday
It takes all kinds
It takes practice
It's a deal
It's a good time
It's a matter of give and take
It's a small world after all
It's about time
It's about you
It's all good
It's all here in black and white
It's all in how you look at it
It's all in the game
It's all our fault
It's all over but the shouting
It's all over town
It's an attitude
It's as easy as 1,2,3
It's been done before
It's classified
It's confidential
It's how you play the game
It's in the numbers
It's just too much
It's like this
It's no surprise
It's not a feeling you get every
day
It's not easy being (school
color)
It's not over until the last bell
rings
It's not over yet
It's not as easy as 1,2,3
It's not what you think
It's personal
It's the little things that count
It's the thought that counts
It's up to you
It's way out there
It's what we've become
It's what you make it
It's what's on the inside that
counts

It's a (mascot) thing
It's a first
It's a jungle out there
It's a matter of give and take
It's a pride thing
It's about time
It's all about change
It's all about the children
It's all behind us now
It's all in the cards
It's all in the way you look at it
It's been quite a trip
It's been real
It's coming
It's in our hands
It's not just another year
It's our world now
It's still the 20th century
It's the end of the world as we
know it
It's the time of our lives
It's what's inside that counts
It's your history

J
Jewels are precious
Join forces
Joining forces
Joining together
Journey to a new age
Jubilee year
Jump at the chance
Jumping in
Just a bit different
Just a click away
Just a little bit different
Just a little mixed up
Just a second
Just around the corner
Just beginning
Just do it
Just goes to show you
Just had to be there
Just havin' fun
Just in case you ever
wondered
Just look at us
Just one of those things
Just one step at a time
Just passing through
Just passing time
Just scratching the surface
Just so
Just us
Just wait and see ...
Just when you think you've
seen it all
Just when you thought it was
over
Just your type

K
Keep a straight face
Keep an eye on it

Keep in touch
Keep it in perspective
Keep it simple
Keep the change
Keeping it real
Keeping pace
Keeping tabs
Keeping the faith
Keyed up
Kids of the future
Knight vision
Knock it off
Knock knock
Know a thing or two
Know all the tricks of the
trade
Know it inside out
Know one's place
Know the ropes
Know the score
Know what it takes
Know what we mean?
Know what's what
Know which is which
Know your place
Knowing our place
Knowing the ropes

L
Larger than life
Last but not least
Lasting impressions
Laughs and tears
Laying a foundation
Laying it on the line
Lead the way
Leading the pack
Leading the pack into (year)
Leading the way
Leaping to new horizons
Learn the ropes
Leave your mark
Leaving a mark
Leaving impressions
Leaving our mark
Leaving the past behind
Leaving your mark
Less is more
Let no man despise thy youth
Let the journey begin
Let the magic begin
Let the party begin
Let the tradition begin
Let us spell it out for you
Let's get this show on the
road
Let's make history
Life 101
Life in the middle
Life is an invitation
Life moves too fast
Life on the edge
Life, camera, action...
Life@schoolname.year
Life's too short to be ordinary

Light
Light years
Lighten up
Light-heat-sound
Lighting our own way
Lighting the way ...
Lighting the way to the future
Like …
Like I was saying
Like never before
Lincoln memories
Linked as one
Little by little
Little things
Live and learn
Live it up
Live the dream
Live the present
Livin' it up
Living large
Living on the edge
Living on the edge of time
Living on the edge of
tomorrow
Living the legacy
Log on
Long time, no see
Look again
Look at us now
Look closer
Look inside for details
Look into it
Look what the cat dragged in
Look who's talking
Looking back
Looking back and moving
forward
Looking back at the hands of
time
Looking back to see the
future
Looking back, moving forward
Looking beyond the horizon
Looking forward to and not
turning back
Looking forward to looking
back
Looking forward, looking back
Looking glass
Looking through our eyes
Looks can be deceiving
Looks like it's that time
Looks like we made it
Loud & clear
Luck has nothing to do with it

M
Mad about plaid
Made for success
Made in the shade
Made to order
Main event
Make a big deal
Make a comeback
Make a face

Make a fuss
Make a go of it
Make a great show
Make a long story short
Make a note of it
Make a run for it
Make an uproar
Make fun of it
Make it count
Make it happen
Make no mistake about it
Make nothing of it
Make oneself at home
Make something of it
Make the best of it
Make the grade
Make the scene
Make way
Make you look
Make your mark
Make your move
Making a comeback
Making a fuss
Making a go of it
Making a lasting impression
Making a long story short
Making a name for ourselves
Making a statement
Making an impression
Making both ends meet
Making connections
Making every day count
Making fun of it
Making headline
Making history
Making it all fit
Making it count
Making it new
Making it work
Making of a classic
Making our mark
Making our way
Making ourselves at home
Making powerful connections
Making the best of it
Making the grade
Making the pieces
Making the pieces fit
Making time for.....
Making your statement
Maniac dreams
Marching chiefs
Mariner (mascot) memories
Mark my words
Marks in time
Maroon & Golden (school
colors) memories
Maxed out
Maximum occupancy
Maybe I'll see you there
Me, you, us, (school name)
Measuring up to the test
Melt down
Membership has its privileges
Memorable (mascot)
Memories

Memories in motion
Memories of a lifetime
Memories of the past ...
dreams of the future
Men of service
Metamorphosis
Mighty (mascot)
Mind over matter
Mind-Body-Soul
Mirror, mirror ... on the wall
Missing the point
Mission (year)
Mission accomplished
Mission: possible
Mix it up
Moments in time
More about everything
More often than not
More one than won
More or less
More than just the basics
More than meets the eye
More than one can play at
this game
More than words can say
More than you imagined
More than your basic outline
More times to come
More to come
Most of all
Move on
Move out
Move up in the world
Movin' in, movin' on, movin'
out
Moving in a new direction
Moving on
Moving on up
Moving up in the world
Moving up, moving on
Moving with the times
Multiple choice
Mustangs (mascot) shine

N
Name of the game
Neither here nor there
Never before
Never before, never again
Never had it so good
Never quite like this
Never the less
Never-ending questions
Never-ending story
New and forever
New and improved
New avenue - highway to the
horizon
New ball game
New beginning
New century, old memories
New dimensions
New horizons
New times
New traditions

Next stop millennium
No borders no boundaries
No boundaries
No buts about it
No doubt
No doubt about it
No ifs ands, or buts about it
No kidding
No laughing matter
No matter what
No problem
No reservations
No small change
No time to catch our breath
No turning back
No two are alike
No two ways about it
No wonder
No world like ours
Nobody does it like us
Northside story
Not a bit
Not another peep out of you
Not as it seems
Not just another brick in the
wall
Not just another face in the
crowd
Not just another number
Not just another year
Not just skimming the surface
Not knowing whether one is
coming or going
Not on your life
Nothing but ...
Nothing but our best
Nothing but the best
Nothing can stop us now
Nothing greater than a raider
Nothing held back
Nothing of the kind
Nothing ordinary about us
Nothing stays the same
Nothing to hide
Nothing to it
Now & Then
Now is our time
Now look what you've done
Now or never
Now showing
Now we've got it
Now we've got something to
shout about
Now you know, who we are
Number your stars

O
O my!
Objects are closer than they
appear
Objects in mirror
Of epic proportions
Of our own free will
Off all things
Off balance

Off the beaten track
Off the chain
Off the record
Off the wall
Off to a wild start
Offline
Oh, cool
Oh2
Oh2cool
Old endings, new beginnings
Omega Alpha - with every
end
On a mission
On both sides of the line
On common ground
On hold
On our way
On target
On the contrary
On the cutting edge
On the double
On the edge
On the edge of time
On the face of it
On the flip side
On the horizon
On the inside
On the job
On the level
On the line
On the money
On the move
On the other hand …
On the prowl
On the spot
On the spur of the moment
On the sunset
On the take
On the up and up
On the verge
On the water's edge
On top again
On top of the world
On top of things
Once a (mascot), always a
(mascot)
Once and for all
Once in a blue moon
Once in a dream
Once in a great while
Once in a lifetime
Once in a thousand lifetimes
Once in a thousand years
Once in our lifetime
Once in your life
Once upon a time
One
One 4 all
One 4 all and all 4 one
One and (not) the same
One and only
One by one
One for the books
One for the record books
One good century deserves
another

One good turn deserves
another
One hot number
One in a hundred
One in a million
One in every crowd
One last look
One last look ... generation
next
One look back ... two steps
forward
One of a kind
One of these days
One small step
One step closer
One step further
One thing leads to another
One time at (band camp)...
Online
Online@(school name).edu
Only in paradise
Only shooting stars
Only the beginning
Only the names are the same
Only time will tell
Open a new door
Open minds, shared dreams
Opening act
Opening doors
Opening new doors
Opening up to a new century
Or something like that
Orange you glad
Organized chaos
Original formula
Our endless quest
Our journey is not over yet
Our kind of place
Our legend lives on
Our mark in time
Our moment in time
Our name says it all
Our never ending story
Our place in the stars
Our place in time
Our portable life
Our time
Our time is now
Our time now
Our time to party
Our time to shine
Our turn
Our way
Our way of life
Our world
Ours always
Out and about
Out of line
Out of place
Out of sight
Out of sight out of mind
Out of the blue
Out of the box
Out of the ordinary
Out of the question
Out of the red

Out of the shadows
Out of this world
Out with a bang
Out with the old, in with a
bang
Out with the old, in with the
new
Outrageous with a twist
Over and over
Over the rainbow
Over the top

P
Pack, pride, purpose
Packed individually
Packed up and ready to go
Pages in time
Pages of the past hopes for
the future
Painting a new picture
Painting memories
Panthers (mascot) in motion
Panthers (mascot) on the
prowl
Pardon my French
Pass it on
Passion, Principle,
Providence (school name
beginning with "P")
Past-Present-Future
Paws for reflection
Pay attention
Peering through the darkness
People are talking
People like us
People, places, things, ideas
Perceptions of the new era
Perpetual motion
Perspectives
Perspectives -a different view
Pick of the pack Picture is
worth (year) words
Picture perfect
Picture the possibilities
Picture this
Piece of the action
Pieces of mind
Pieces of the game
Pieces of time
Piecing it all together
Piecing together the future
Planting the future
Play it cool
Play your cards right
Playing for keeps
Playing it cool
Playing to win
Plus a whole lot more
Point of view
Pointed in all directions
Polished performance
Pony express
Pop the question
Powerful student body
Precious moments

Premium blend
Preparing for the future
Pressing toward the mark
Price is right
Priceless
Pride, passion, purpose
Prints through time
Profiles
Profiles in general
Proudly forward
Prowling on the edge
Pssst … there is more
Pulling together for success
Purple reign
Pursuing unlimited
perspectives
Put into practice
Put it on paper
Put it on the line
Put to the test
Puttin' it down
Putting it all together
Putting us on the map

Q
Quick as a wink
Quips & quotes
Quite the place

R
R way
Race against time
Radio active
Raiders (mascot) through the
ages
Raisin' the roof
Raising our sights
Raising the bar
Raising the standard
Rated G
Rated PG
Rated PG-13
Rated R
Rays of life
Reach for the stars
Reaching
Reaching for the stars
Reaching for the top
Reaching into the year
Reaching new heights
Read between the lines
Read the fine print
Reading, willing, able
Ready or not
Ready to roar
Ready, set, go!
Reality check
Rear view mirror
Reasons to remember
Rebirth
Red carpet treatment
Red hot
Red hot, blue cool
Red in the face

Red letter day
Red, white & you
Reflections
Reflections of the past,
visions of the future
Reflections of the year
Reflections of time
Reinventing ourselves
Rekindle the flames
Remember when
Remember-Create-Live
Resolve
Respect
Return to sender
Revision
Revolution evolution
Revving it up
Ride the fire
Riding the orange (school
color) wave
Riding the wave
Right before your eyes
Right here, right now
Right now
Right on time
Right this way
Ripped to pieces
Ripples in time
Rise and shine
Rise to the occasion
Rise with the best or fall with
the best
Rising 2 a new generation
Rising above year
Rising to a new beginning
Rising to the challenge
Rising to the summit of our
century
Road rules
Road to success
Roaring and soaring
Roaring into the future
Roaring into the year
Rock of ages
Roll out the red carpet
Room to breath
Room to grow
Rough around the edges
Round two
Rude awakenings
Run wild
Running on empty

S
Same as it ever was
Same difference
Same here
Sands of time
Saving the best for last
Say "yes" 2 the king!
Say the word
Scream 'till you're red in the
face
Seal of approval
Seal of excellence

Sealed in gold
Seasons of change
Second chances
Second to none
See for yourself
See inside
See it through
See it; believe it
See the handwriting on the
wall
See the writing on the wall
See you later, alligator
Seeing is believing
Seeing red
Seeing time through
Seems like only yesterday
Seen, heard, noted and
quoted
Seize the day
Seize the moment
Sense of time
Serves you right
Set apart
Set to grow
Setting the stage for the year
Settle the score
Shades of (school color)
Shades of perfection
Shake, rattle and roll
Shaping tomorrow, today
Sharing a common difference
Sharpen'n up
Sharpening up
Shifting gears
Shining in the shadows
Shining through the century
Shining our light
Shooting for the stars
Short and sweet
Show offs
Show our colors
Showing our true colors
Shrink to fit
Side by side
Sign of the times
Sign on the dotted line
Signatures
Signed, sealed, and delivered
Signs of the times
Silver and black (school
colors) attack
Simplicity
Simplicity is just an illusion
Simply complicated
Simply unforgettable
Sit up and take notice
Sitting on top of the world
Situation under control
Small change
Small impressions big impact
Small talk
Small talk's a big deal
So bad we're good
So be it
So far so good
So it goes

So much the better
So now what
So to speak
So what else is new
So, what's your story?
Soaring from the past
Soaring into (year)
Soaring into a new day and
age
Soaring into the century
Soaring Into year
Soaring through time
Soaring to new heights
Some assembly required
Some people
Some thing change?
Some things never change
Something for everyone
Something in the air
Something like a
phenomenon
Something old
Something old something
new
Something old, something
new, something borrowed,
something (school color)
Something old, something
new, something gold,
something blue
Something to shout about
Something to think about
Something to write home
about
Something unpredictable
Something worth talking
about
Somewhere in between
Songs of the century
Sooner or later
Soundtracks to life
Southern accents
Southern hospitality
Southern living
Southside story
Space is limited
Spare change
Speak up
Special effects
Spin off with a new
generation
Spirit of (year)
Splash of color
Split decision
Split the difference
Stand and be counted
Stand by
Stand for something
Stand on our own two feet
Stand out
Stand up and be counted
Standing alone
Standing in the gap
Standing on top of the world
Standing out
Standing out in the crowd

Stands to reason
Stars of the century
Start from scratch
Starting over
Starting something new
Step by step
Step into our world
Step into the (year) zone
Step into the future
Step through the window
Stepping into the future
Stepping right into the future
Stepping toward tomorrow
Still in one peace
Still the one
Stomping on new ground
Stop at nothing
Stop! Hold everything!
Story without end
Strength in numbers
Strenuous life
Stretch a point
Strike it rich
Striving for excellence
Structure
Subject to change
Success hasn't spoiled us yet
Such a name dropper
Such is life
Suit yourself
Suits us to a "T"
Superdawgs (Supermascots)
Surf is up for excellence
Surrounded
Survival of the fittest
Surviving the glitches
Swirling into (year)
Syndication
Synergy
System overload
Systematic chaos

T
Take 2
Take a chance
Take a closer look
Take a hint
Take a look
Take a look at us now
Take a new turn
Take a number
Take a picture, it lasts longer
Take a second look
Take a stand
Take a walk on the wild side
Take another look
Take it easy
Take it or leave it
Take the hint
Taken by surprise
Takes one to know one
Taking flight
Taking it from the top
Taking it to a new level
Taking it to another level

Taking the (mascot) by the
horns
Taking the bull by the horns
Taking the world by storm
Taking time to care
Talk big
Talk of the town
Teaching old dogs new tricks
Tear in time
Tearing free
Technically speaking
Tell it like it is
That small town feeling
That takes care of that
That was then ... this is now
That's all we need
That's no excuse
That's the difference
That's the ticket
That's a wrap
That's just the half of it
That's not all
The (mascot) way
The (mascot) zone
The (school letter) list
The (school name) zone
The A list
The abridged version
The adventure continues
The afterthought
The beauty of nature
The beginning
The beginning of the end
The best is yet to come
The best kept secret
The best of both worlds
The best year is our year
The big event
The big picture
The big squeeze
The bottom line
The breaking point
The budget blues
The change continues
The circle within the square
The clock is ticking
The coast is clear
The countdown is on
The crossroads of time
The cutting edge
The doors are closing but the
legacy
The dream catcher
The dream unfolds
The elements of style
The end
The evolution of the (mascot)
The eye of the (mascot)
The eyes have it
The final piece
The final touch
The finer points
The first impression
The flight (action) of the
falcon (mascot)
The fun starts here

The future has become us
The future is history
The future is now
The future is ours
The future is rooted in the
past
The future starts now
The game of life
The gold standard
The golden fleece
The grand finale
The grass is greener
The inside track
The journey begins
The last piece of the puzzle
The legacy continues
The legend begins
The legend lives on
The little cardinal (mascot)
that could
The long and the short of it
The long and winding road ...
The making of a classic
The measure of excellence
The more the merrier
The more things change …
The naked truth
The name of the game
The name says it all
The next generation
The next step
The one to watch
The open road
The paths we choose
The people … the stories …
the experiences
The power of expression
The pride of the future
The real deal
The real world
The realm of a new horizon
The right combination
The road not taken
The season finale
The song we sing
The stars of (year)
The start of something big
The start of something new
The thrill of it all
The time has come
The time is now
The time is yours
The time of our lives
The time of your life
The times they are changing
The truth inside
The turning point
The ultimate winner
The verge
The wave of the future
The way we see it
The way we were
The weakest link
The winner's circle
The wonder years
The word is out

The world as we know it
The world to discover
The year 2B krazy
The year of new beginnings
The year of the dragon
(mascot)
The year to remember
The years to come
The zone
Then & wow
There's a (mascot) in every
crowd
There's no stopping us
There's nothing generic about
us
There's nothing like it
There's one in every crowd
There's only one
There's something about
Mary
There's two sides
These are the days to
remember
These are the moments
Things are looking up
Think it over
Think out loud
Thinking big
Thinking out loud
Third time's a charm
This day
This drives us wild
This hour, this day, this
month, this year
This is it
This is life between summers
This is the year
This is where we get crazy
This is who we are
This will blow your mind
This will shock you
Thought for the day
Thought you'd like to know
Three of a kind
Threshold
Thriving in chaos
Through our eyes
Through the (mascot's) eyes
Through the darkroom door
Through the eyes of a
(mascot)
Through the sands of time
Through the years
Throughout the years
Tiger (mascot) tracks
Time after time
Time and time again
Time flies when you are
sitting in the sun
Time for everything
Time is just an illusion
Time keeps on slipping
Time marches on
Time of our life
Time of our lives
Time out

Time stands still
Time to shine
Time to spread our wings
Time warp
Time warped
Time will tell
Times are changing
Times we'll never forget
To a great extent
To infinity
To infinity and beyond
To make a long story short
To remember to strive-to
seek-to find
To the hill and back
To the last
To the letter
To the nth degree
To whom it may concern
Today-tomorrow-always
Together everyone achieves
more
Together in faith
Together in the middle of
nowhere
Together to the end
Together we are diverse
Together we'll make a
difference
Told you so
Tomorrow never knows
Too close for comfort
Too good to be forgotten
Too good to be true
Too good to keep under
wraps
Too grand
Too hot too handle
Too much of a good thing
Top of the charts
Top secret
Torn together
Total recall
Tough act to follow
Traces of me
Tradition & transitions
Tradition of excellence
Tradition of the flame
Tradition with a twist
Trailblazing the next century
Transformation
Treasure the moment
Treasured memories
Tried and true
TRL: Total Raiders (mascot
starting with R) Live
TRL: Total Reflections Live
True to form
Truth is out there
Try not to stare
Tune into (year)
Turn into the (year)
Turn of phrase
Turn of the century
Turn the page

Turning back the hands of
time
Turning back the pages of
time
Turning point
Turning the pages
Turning the world upside
down
Two sides to every story
Two steps forward

U
Unbound
Uncommon people in a
common world
Undeniably different
Under construction
Under cover
Under investigation
Under pressure
Under the circumstances
Under wraps
Unfolding chapters
Unfolding the truth
Unforgettable
Unforgettable in every way
Uniform differences
Unique perspective
United we stand
Unity
Unity in motion
Unleashed
Unlimited
Unlock the memories
Unlocking a dream
Unlocking the future
Unplugged
Unpredictable
Up close
Up close and personal
Up in the air
Up to date
Up, up and away

V
Vantage point
Velocity
Viewers like you
Visibly different
Visions: Through our eyes
Visualize

W
Waiting for reality
Walk of fame
Walk on the wildside
Walk your road
Walking to a different beat
Walking with the stride of
honor
Wave of the future
Waverunner of the future
Way 2 kool Ways

We are
We are (year)
We are … RU
We are on our way
We are one
We bring good things to life
We deliver
We demand respect
We faced it together
We got it going on
We have it all … and then
some
We have what it takes
We hold these truths
We know a thing or two
We lead; others follow
We make looking good easy
We make the difference
We stand alone
We told ya
We turn tears into smiles
We will rock you
We'll see about that
We're all that
We're going wild
We're something more
We're still flying high
We're turning some heads
We've caught your eye
We've completely flipped
We've got a line on you
We've got style
We've got the hookup
We've got you covered
We've hit the bulls eye
Welcome to our world
We're on a mission
We're on the map
We're over it
We're packed and ready to go
We're still the same
We've got it all
We've got it all covered
We've got something to be
cocky about
We've got the bug
We've only just begun
What a difference a year
makes
What a long strange trip it has
been
What a trip
What are you driving at?
What are you looking for?
What did you expect?
What did you leave?
What do you mean?
What dreams may come
What dreams may come true
What goes?
What happened?
What if
What if you never went to
(school name)?
What is it about this place?
What lies ahead?

What makes us tick?
What next?
What now?
What part of NO don't you
understand?
What really matters...
What was. What is. What will
be.
What year is it anyway?
What's all this noise about
anyway?
What's done is done
What's going on?
What's gotten into you?
What's in a name?
What's it mean?
What's the big deal?
What's the difference?
What's the idea?
What's the point?
What's unique about us?
What's your point?
Whatever
What's it like
What's next?
What's so different?
What's the buzz?
When I was in high school
When it's all said and done
When the century fades
Where are the keys?
Where are we going?
Where do we fit in?
Where do we go from here?
Where everybody knows your
name
Where everyone knows your
name
Where in the world?
Where learning is an
adventure
Where we like to be
Where we were
Where's the (mascot) in you?
Where's the (mascot)?
While we were here
Whirlwind of memories
Who are we?
Who cares?
Who do you think we are?
Who knew
Who let the cat out of the
bag?
Who me?
Who says
Who, what, where, when,
why, how
Wildest time of your life
Will you remember?
Windows to the future
Winds of change
Wired
Wish you were here
With every end, there's a new
beginning
With flying colors

Within limits
Without a doubt
Without question
Wonder years
Word for word
Word travels fast
Worth the wait
Would we lie to you?
Would you care to join us?
Wouldn't change a thing
Wrapping it up
Written in the stars
www.(school name or
initials).com
www.(school name or
initials).edu

X
Xpectations

Y
Y not?
Yadda, yadda, yadda
Yeah, we got it
Yeah, right
Year 2 know
Year of memories
Year of the dragon (mascot)
Yearbook on the ball
Years 2 keep
Years to keep
Yesterday, today and years to
come
Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow
Yield to the king
Ying and yang
Yo Quiero (school name)
You ain't seen nothing yet
You are here
You be the judge
You can
You can count on it
You can get there from here
You can quote me on that
You can read us like a book
You can say that again
You can't believe everything
you hear
You can't judge a book by its
cover
You can't take it with you
You complete the puzzle
You do the math
You don't say
You gotta love it!
You had to be there
You know it
You oughta know
You provide the color
You said it
You say hello
You want it?
You were there

You're not going to believe
this, but …
You'll never forget this turn
Your guess is as good as
mine
Yourbook
You're 2 keen
You're invited
Yours 2 keep

Z
Z to A
Zeroing in
Zoom

NUMBERS
(school enrollment) strong
and growing
1+1=1
100% genuine
100% natural
18 and counting
18 and older
2 good 2B 4gotten
2 sides to every story
2 sides, same story
2 something from nothing
20/20 vision
21 and counting
21 and older
3 of a kind
9 lives
Celebrating (#) years
In 25 words or less
No one under 18
Oh2
Oh2Cool
The big 4-0

SCHOOL
COLORS
(School color) & (school
color) memories
(School color) daze
(School color), (school color)
& you
A (school colors) celebration
Big (school color)
It's not easy being (school
color)
Riding the (school color)
wave
Shades of (school color)
Something old, something
new, something borrowed,
something (school color)

YEAR

(Year) and beyond
(Year) big bangs
(Year) memories to make . . .
(Year) more dreams
(Year) pieces
(Year) pieces and places
(Year) possibilities
(Year) stories
(Year) strong
(Year) ways to be heard
(Year) years gone by
(Year): A legendary year
(Year): It's magic
(Year): Totally twisted
A picture is worth (year)
words
Celebrate (year)
Cruising through (year)
Destination (year), bring it on!
Excellence (year)
Here's looking at (year)
Leading the pack into (year)
Life@(school name).(year)
Mission (year)
Soaring into (year)
Spirit of (year)
Step into the (year) zone
Swirling into (year)
The stars of (year)
Turn into (year)
We are (year)

SCHOOL
NAME
(School name) presents
(School name) pride
(School name).com
(School name).edu
A to Z guide to (school name)
About (school name)
Life@(school name).(year)
Me, you, us, (school name)
Online@(school name).edu
United colors of (school
name)
www.(school name or
initials).com
www.(school name or
initials).edu
Yo Quiero (school name)

MASCOT
(Mascot) blast into the future
(Mascot) imprints
(Mascot) in motion
(Mascot) lead the way
(Mascot) life
(Mascot) memories
(Mascot) online
(Mascot) on the prowl
(Mascot) pride
(Mascot) prints
(Mascot) reflections

(Mascot) roar
(Mascot) shine
(Mascot) tails
(Mascot) tales
(Mascot) through the ages
(Mascot) tracks
A (mascot)'s touch
Anatomy of a (mascot)
Born to be (mascot)
Eye of the (mascot)
Home of the (mascot)
I led a (mascot's) life
Memorable (mascot)
Mighty (mascot)
Once a (mascot), always a
(mascot)
Step into the (mascot) zone
Super (mascot)
The (mascot) has landed
The (mascot) soars
The (mascot) way
The (mascot's) den
The (mascot's) jungle
The (mascot's) nest
The evolution of the (mascot)
The eye of the (mascot)
The flight of the (mascot)
The little (mascot) that could
The year of the (mascot)
There's a (mascot) in every
crowd
Through the (mascot's) etes
Through the eyes of a
(mascot)
Where's the (mascot) in you?
Where's the (mascot)?
Year of the (mascot)

